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A Useful Dictionary of Canton Forms
by Lita Solis-Cohen

A

fter purchasing two dinner plates in
the 1970s, Gail and Rich Mellin fell in
love with blue and white Canton china.
They learned about its history and the variety
of forms and decorations, and by 1977 they
were dealers seeking the best they could find.
They exhibit at shows and meet privately with
collectors and have built some outstanding
collections, including their own, which is
pictured in their book Collecting Canton: In
Pursuit of the Best.
The Mellins and their daughter Erica Mellin
Scioscia have written a book for collectors,
writers, and those who inherit Canton. Canton
is a common pattern of Chinese export
porcelain that was imported to Europe and
North America in huge quantities from the late
18th to the early 20th centuries. Canton remains
popular today. Brides who like the color blue
often register for the Mottahedeh & Company
reproduction Canton for their everyday china.
Finding the exotic decoration pleasing, they
may not be aware of its meaning.

Useful as a compilation
of forms of Canton, clues
for dating it, and for
connoisseurship.
The Mellins’ book is useful as a compilation
of forms of Canton, clues for dating it, and for
connoisseurship. Using data from recovered
shipwrecks, archaeology, and the records of
importers, they describe the evolution of forms
and the quality of the porcelain. They warn that
dating it is not an exact science. Late 18th- and
early 19th-century porcelain was generally thin
and well molded, whereas later Canton tends
to be heavier, with coarser details and not as
finely painted.
The Mellins identify 92 different forms and
catalog them alphabetically according to use.
They point out that some Canton is white and
other pieces have a grayish cast. Some blues
are dark and others light. Some designs are
crisp and others look watery.
Because they organized the book alphabetically, they begin with bathing objects, and
the first object is a bidet. The bathing category
includes chamber pots and slop jars, pitchers
and basins, powder boxes in graduated sizes,
razor holders (they are open jars), shaving
mugs, toothbrush holders, large sinks, and
small soap dishes. There is a difference
between a soap dish and a sponge jar. A soap
dish has a hole or perforated strainer; a sponge
jar has a molded circular drain inside.
The section on bowls illustrates a footed
curry bowl or fruit bowl, stacks of lobed bowls
and round bowls, an oyster bowl, a small patty
pan bowl, and a large punch bowl. Square
salad bowls with cut corners and straight rims
are early examples. Later examples have a
more prominent swag. There are also scalloped
bowls and three kinds of sugar bowls.
Bowls are followed by brush boxes and
brush vases, bulb trays, butter pats, cache pots,
candlesticks, and canisters. Cider jugs come in
two shapes. The earlier form is a tall, slender
barrel form, 8" to 11½"; the porcelain is thinner
and the painting more refined than on the later
ones, which are shorter and wider, made of
thicker porcelain, with larger foo dogs on the
lids and handles not as detailed. They range
in size from 4" to 10½" and were made from
the early 19th century through the early 20th
century.
There are Canton condiment sets and all
sorts of Canton dishes—butter dishes, leaf
dishes, and shell dishes. Covered dishes with
a stand are cataloged as terrapin dishes, though
the authors say they could be used for berries
or sweetmeats and are in fact multipurpose.
Among the drinking vessels are beakers,
bullion cups, and coffee cans as well as cups

and saucers, syllabub cups, and egg cups. The
alphabetical list continues with ewers, and
then fruit baskets, which are reticulated and
came with undertrays called stands. There are
Canton garden seats, ginger jars, jam jars, and
marmites, which are rare lidded 6" tall vessels
with spouts that have holes for straining a
thick brown broth made with yeast. The broth
was used as a drink, a spread, or in stews in
the U.K. Mustard pots are just 3" tall. Pepper
shakers are 3½" tall.
In the section on pitchers, a cider pitcher
stands taller than the others. The authors point
out that is it often mistaken for a cider jug. The
one illustrated is part of a wash and basin set
and was used to hold water. It is barrel shaped
with a twisted strap handle and a spout, but
its lid extends over the spout. The spout on a
cider jug is not covered, and a cider jug has a
strainer. They come in two sizes, 9½" and 11½"
tall. Pitchers come in nine different shapes.
For instance, there are octagonal Continental
pitchers that are a European form. Most
pitchers are bulbous, but there are hog-snout
pitchers, wide-bellied creamers, and helmetshaped creamers.
Plates come in many sizes. Large ones (11"
to 13") are chop plates; chargers are even larger
at 20". Canton plates come in various sizes
appropriate for bread and butter, for dessert, for
luncheon, and for dinner. There are soup plates.
In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, 8"
plates with reticulated borders and “rice pattern”
plates were probably marketed as dessert plates.
There are also Canton hot-water plates with and
without lids. They were made from the late 18th
to the early 20th centuries in sizes that range
from 8½" to 9½". Pie plates range from 8" to
13". The Mellins show a nest of them.
There are eel platters (oval or rectangular
in graduated sets), and other oval fish platters
have strainers and are wider, ranging in size
from 13" to 20". Hot-water platters (oval and
rectangular) come with lids and are sometimes
called beefsteak platters; their exteriors often
have flowers. Meat platters are wider than fish
platters. Some are oval, others are rectangular,
and some have strainers, and others have a well
and tree and rest on two feet at one end so the
juices can gather in the well at the other end.
Canton well and tree platters range in size from
12" to 20".
Salt cellars, sauceboats, spittoons, tanks
used for fish or bathing, tazzas, tea caddies,
and teapots come near the end of the alphabet.
There are eight varieties of tea caddies
illustrated and a dozen teapots. One square
and squatty teapot resting on four feet has a
looped handle, a curved spout, and a “heavenly
gate” handle on its lid. Its form comes in two
sizes. Dome-top teapots with a pedestal base
come with a stand and could be used for hot
chocolate or coffee. There are two forms of
drum-shaped teapots. Lighthouse teapots with
tapered bodies and twisted handles range from
4" to 8½" tall and were made from the late 18th
century through the early 20th century. Melonshaped teapots were made from the early 19th
century to the early 20th century. Pear-shaped
teapots are taller and were made in the midto late 19th century.
While tea sets were popular and were
imported to the U.S. in quantity, few survive.
Even rarer are child-size Canton tea sets. Tea
sets are often married, meaning that the three
vessels did not start out together.
Canton tiles were used as hot plates and can
be square, round, or hexagonal. A rare fanshaped tile and even rarer rectangular tile are
illustrated. Trays are rectangular or lobed and
8" to 11" long.
Canton trembleuses are scalloped with
elongated cups and extended saucers to hold
delicacies. Some trembleuses lie flat on a table,
while others have feet and decoration on the
underside.
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Tureens were made as oval, rectangular, and scalloped and in various
sizes. Images of umbrella stands and urns precede covered vegetable dishes
(rectangular and diamond-shaped). Rare round and quatrefoil covered
vegetable dishes from the early to mid-19th century are very desirable.
There are six styles of more common open vegetable dishes (kidneyshaped, diamond, square, rectangular, oval, and octagonal). They were made
continuously from the late 18th century through the early 20th century. A
rare deep diamond-shaped vegetable dish and a round one with handles are
also illustrated. Stacked vegetable dishes come in two sizes; the shorter one
is rarer. Canton vegetable dishes with liners and covers, round or diamondshaped, are also rare. Canton water bottles were used with washbasins or
they stood alone, and they range in height. The reason the sizes are important
and given in the book is because fakes are usually larger or smaller.
The Mellins have collected clobbered Canton. Clobbered Canton has been
decorated with overglaze enamel and sometimes gilt decoration onto the
glazed surface with blue designs.
Most Canton is not marked, but after 1891, when U.S. customs demanded
country of origin on imported items, the underglaze mark “China” appeared
on the bottom of Canton. Later paper labels were used that could be easily
removed. Sometimes fictitious marks are found on Canton brush vases and
ginger jars.
The Mellins warn that that fakes began to appear in the 1990s at auction
houses and now appear online. Their tips on identifying fakes are useful.
They illustrate a pair of candlesticks that are 12½" tall and declare that none
of the genuine Canton candlesticks are taller than 11". (That is why they give
the measurements of 92 forms.) Moreover, closer examination revealed that
the candlesticks were made in two parts; a seam is evident but is not found
on genuine Canton candlesticks. The Mellins say some Canton porcelain is
pure white and some is grayish. The blue is generally shaded or mottled;
some is dark, some light—but always with a variation in hues. (A fake tile
that they illustrate has negligible hue variation.) They say that the genuine
glaze on a water bottle is glossy and a fake glaze is matte. It is hard to see
these fine points in the photographs. They use a photograph of two six-sided
tea caddies to point out that fakes can be heavier, thicker walled, and with
rounded edges, but they warn that weight has to be determined by form;
some fakes are heavier and others lighter. Typically the base of genuine
Canton is rough, pitted with uneven color, and fakes artificially colored look
too good to be true.
The endorsements of the pleasures of collecting Canton at the back of
book are accompanied by illustrations showing how people decorate with
Canton; these work as advertisement. More people will visit the Mellins’
stand at upcoming antiques shows. The Mellins will gladly discuss
the fine points and have for sale the books that documents their own
collection. Their book is a useful dictionary of Canton forms.
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